Kyrgyz language. Kalkanbai Aitbaev, the only novelist on the old leather factory on Interhelpo street.

Maria Aleksandrovna Surova, a descendant of Slovak Interhelpo members from Slovakia in Bishkek.

Photos taken by Mareček in the Civil War from 1918 to 1920 together with Red Army veterans of Przhevalsk.


Opening of first workshop in Pishpek (1925) and Baptism certificate of Maria Handlova (Slovakia 1925).

Telegram of Mareček at the occasion of the opening of a monument devoted to Julius Fučík (1970).

Relicts of another future INTERНELPO: Relics of another future INTERНELPO:

Application for membership by Josef Skalický (in Czech, 1924). Ombin in Russian and state of health and beliefs, language proficiency in Russian, state of health and membership in a communist organization. 

Autobiographical writing of Josef Skalický. The writing, in which the potential member expressed his motivations and political beliefs, was written in Czech and Russian.
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